As we wait for this virus to subside, let’s have some fun whilst we’re holding up inside.
It’s time for some thinking, some creativity and rhyme! Themed around Blackgang, it’ll
make you say dang!
Figure out the answers using these rhyming clues, let yourself go and wash away any
blues, the answers are based on locations and with the map you will see, when you
figure these clues out, you’ll be shrieking with glee!

Occasionally I wonder, I crave, and I-Dream!
Of a refreshing sweet treat that can be found in…
A high-speed ride often accompanied by some bangers!
It’s the fastest in the park, it’s known as the…
Humpty dumpty celebrated his birthday anniversary
with a band, you can hear them inside a tree, at the heart of…
A roaring place where prehistoric beasts thrive,
you’ll be lucky to survive without being eaten!
Only one place comes to mind, it can only be…
A magical land where you’ll find no cabin boy frown,
it’s the known as the wild wild west over at…
This house is filled with gremlins and ghouls, you’ll need
a compass expansion if you want to make it through the…
Once I saw them, I bolted south and had a yell!
Careful everyone they’ve woken up hungry, it’s the…
I’ve hidden my treasures in a private trove,
I hope no one thinks to look between the ships on…
I often struggle to teach my daughter wisdom;
I was hoping the whale could help in the depths of…
Whilst venturing through the park, I felt a bead of sweat drop,
when I heard that cat trying to sing at the…

1. I-Scream 2. Cliff Hanger 3.Nursery Land 4. Area 5 5. Cowboy Town
6. Rumpus Mansion 7. Mouth of Hell 8. Pirate Cove 9. Underwater Kingdom 10. Pet Shop

Share your completed activities with us!
#LandofImagination

